
Mentora Platform
Join Mentora. It´s GG. Good Game



We´ve decided that all gamers will earn money
by playing their favorite games
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Mentora.gg
Our Purpose
We´ve decided that all gamers will  make money by playing.

Our Vision
Integrate all mainstream games into our Mentora Platform and offer play-to-earn
functionalities to all players from their gameplay.

Our way of doing things (attributes)

Dissatisfied
We don't accept centralization of earnings. We will always look for disruptive models to
benefit amatour gamers.

Everyone Wins
In our community we all win.

Uncomplicated and Safe
We are the smooth, easy and safe door to the crypto market for gamers. We
think and speak the same language.

Mentora Platform
Mentora is a “Play-to-Earn” platform that solves the problem of hundreds of
hours played by players that are never rewarded monetarily.

However, as passionate as we are about the P2E movement, we believe it will
never be just about money. Monetization makes sense and is important, but the
industry focus: fun should not be compromised.

To solve the industry gap, Mentora developed a protocol based on a competitive
framework with a cryptocurrency economy that allows players from all over the
world to enjoy the profitability of play to earn, but with the gameplay and
experience of the best games on the market.

Our goal is to offer more than a protocol with play to earn incentives. We will use
blockchain technology in line with strong community development to unlock
new game mechanics, providing innovative and immersive experiences for our
players.
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In addition to this ecosystem, we will develop future features so that
enthusiasts, who are not good players, can still monetize their time by
interacting with their favorite teams and players.

To deliver this experience in an accessible and uncomplicated way, Mentora will
have an on-platform interface to interact with its crypto assets and digital
wallets, providing the initial liquidity of the protocol and easy exchange between
tokens.

The platform will start its operation with 3 games - League of Legends, Counter
Strike and Valorant - for reasons of focus on segmented markets. However, new
games will be added periodically to the platform, attracting new communities
to the ecosystem, which grows in engagement and market capitalization.

Mentora Tournaments

Players will have the option to enroll in Community Tournaments or Mentora
League.

The first is created by the community itself and has the buy-in defined by a
Host. Teams will compete for the prize pool made up of opponents' Mentora
Coins deposited.

The second is created and organized by  Mentora, being a free buy-in in the first
divisions, with remuneration linked to the player's position in a weekly and
monthly ranking system.

Community tournaments

Community tournaments are a path to faster profitability within the platform. Players
will team up and select tournaments that match the requirements the group is looking
for. The prize pool made up of the entry contribution of all participants will be divided
between the teams according to their performance in the tournament. The amount is
divided into 10% for the Host, 10% for the Mentora and 80% for the players.
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a) Creating a Tournament:

To create tournaments on Mentora, the Host must create their Community
profile on the platform. This page will be the tournament management
interface, providing team communication tools and a leaderboard system for
players to choose the tournaments they will play in based on their desired
organization level. It will also work as a source of revenue for streamers, casters
and users who don't have great gaming skills but enjoy esports.

Mentora will always look to develop new features that will allow communities to
increase their profits on the platform.

After creating the page, the host will create the tournament indicating the date,
buy-in price, prize distribution rules, championship rules and other entries to
configure the competition.

b) Team Journey:

The team captain must register the team for the tournament. If it is a
Community Tournament (managed by a Host), the team will send Mentora
Coins for the entry prize to the tournament smart contract. The organization
and verification of receipt of all entry prizes from all teams is automatic and
done through our smart contracts.

On the day of the competition, players must check-in for the championship
with the advance indicated by the host, being then informed about the
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structure of the brackets and their opponents. At the time of the match, with
confirmed presence, the platform generates a lobby in which opposing players
will organize themselves to create and join a third-party server to play the
match. After the match is over, players must return to the platform and point
the result in Mentora.

If there is agreement between the indicated results, the winning team
continues in the competition and the losing team is disqualified. If there is
disagreement, Mentora will give the players another chance to point out the
correct result. If the impasse persists, the platform asks for the upload of the
image of the final screen of the match, reading the result with an artificial
intelligence algorithm, promoting the winner to the next stage and punishing
the loser for trying to circumvent the system.

At the end of the tournament, the smart contract triggers the tokens (Mentora
Coins) to the wallets of the teams, the Host and the protocol treasury, making
the prize available to the players.

This framework is interesting because it does not expose the company's
business model to a third-party system API (game studios), and it makes it
easier and faster for the company to technically add new games and expand
the ecosystem.

c) Player & Team Finder:

In case players have difficulty finding a team or vice versa, the community will
have a wall for posting vacancies.

Gamers publish the matchmaking profile they are looking for and then they will
be connected with similar players, making it easy to interact in the platform's
tournaments.

Mentora League

Mentora League is a free-to-play single player game mode, consisting of 13
divisions, in which players play against each other to earn Mentora Coins
(MECOIN) and access points.

Each division has a minimum number of access points required for entry. Every
player starts in the 13th division. The more the player advances in the divisions,
the higher their skill and the greater the prizes in Mentora Coins.

From the 10th division onwards, players will pay a fee (Bus Fare) to be able to
play matches. In addition to being a buy-back mechanic of the platform, this
way we can guarantee that all players who seek games in matchmaking will
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bring their A-Game to dispute, boosting the level of matches and mitigating
withdrawals or toxic behavior - after all, there's money on the table .

a) Leaderboards:

Division results rank teams in weekly and monthly community rankings.

As per the team's position, they can be rewarded in MWPs (Mentora governance
token) issued by Mentora.

Periodically, the leaderboards will give access to other benefits, which will bring
together the best teams and players from across the community to compete,
featuring an ever-increasing prize pool paid for by Mentora.

b) Yield Farm Tank:

Coins that players earn by playing Mentora Leagues go into a redemption pool
and are tied to the players. Players can redeem their coins for free every 14 days.
If the user wants to anticipate this period and receive his earnings immediately,
he will pay a fee which will be allocated to the Yield Farm Tank (earnings pool).
This winning pool is a contract that accumulates the fees of all players who play
in Mentora League.

After the 15th day, if the player holds the coins in the redemption pool - Claim
Panel - instead of withdrawing them, he will start to receive Yield
(remuneration) from the redemption pool according to the amount of coins
locked and the time that they are there.
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New Functionalities
Mentora starts its operation by building a play to earn layer through a
competitive structure with an internal economy and financial mechanics that
allow anyone to make money playing the games they like.
The evolution of the protocol takes place on 3 fronts: functional expansion,
geographic expansion and expansion in games.
The first is through the development of peripheral functionalities to the
structure that was built, enabling players, teams and communities to develop
new sources of revenue within the time invested in the platform. Mentora's
priority is to bring accessibility and usability to the protocol and its tokens, also
developing tools to make the player's life easier, allowing users to focus only on
playing and winning.
The second and third expansion fronts focus on penetrating new regions of the
globe and adding new games to the ecosystem, also attracting new
communities.

Financial Experience
As stated in the essence of our brand, Mentora aims to be uncomplicated and
accessible. Today we understand that the biggest barrier to accessing crypto
products is the difficulty people have in understanding the crypto world and
operating it.

For many, the experience currently proposed is something difficult and that
often brings distrust to the purchase process.

To mitigate the difficulty in the short term, and bring convenience to the
experience in the long term, Mentora will develop a new interface proposal for
interaction with its crypto assets, more intuitive and integrated.

Digital Wallet

Incorrect management of private keys often results in considerable financial
losses and as the use of decentralized applications becomes more common,
inconveniences will become even more prevalent.

In order to bring usability and security in the interaction with the platform's
crypto assets, Mentora will provide the Mentora Wallet service through the Torus
Network.
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This is a decentralized key management system, which allows the user, with the
security that it should have, to interact with a wallet but with the accessibility of
web application authentication 2.

Torus Key Infrastructure (TKI) proposes a great experience in key management
without sacrificing security and decentralization, while maintaining end-user
autonomy and control over their private key.

TKI manages private keys using the user's device, private input (Google,
Facebook, etc) and the Recovery phase generated upon its creation.

As long as a user has access to 2 out of 3 (2/3) of these secrets, they can have
access to their  assets.

In this way, the user will be able to have custody of their assets regardless of
Mentora's intermediation, being able to recover them with their device and the
recovery phrase (⅔ secrets).

Second Market

To avoid the need to interact with external websites, Mentora will provide a
liquidity pool composed of the MATIC token and the MWPs/MECOINs platform
tokens on its front-end. In the future we hope to count on partner exchanges as
another solution for our community.

Users can interact with this secondary market without needing to be logged
into the platform or having a Mentora Wallet.
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Gamers experience is:

1) Create Mentora profile;

2) Create a wallet;

3) Buy MATIC (Polygon Network token) or send MATIC to Menotra´s;
4) The platform will provide an exchange front-end to facilitate interaction

with these tokens;

5) Have fun, play and create Tournaments;

6) Exchange earnings back to MATIC to exchange them for the desired
currency (fiat or not) on exchanges of the user's preference.

Investors can connect their wallet to the swap pool and interact with the tokens,
without the need for a Mentora account or wallet.

Governance Model & Staking

The governance structure is what aligns our ecosystem with Web 3
decentralization principles.

Mentora questions the current structure of the Web 2 , where platforms make
changes that directly affect users without first hearing their opinions.

Mentora criticizes the current tokenomics model, where protocols issue a
currency to pay for player gameplay, but make their income in another asset,
telling everyone that the currency they issue is worthless.

At Mentora, as we are all exposed to the economic effects of the same currency,
it is necessary to align interests to ensure the sustainable growth of the
community. That said, we can assure you that monetary policy is looking at the
satisfaction and wealth of the entire community. It's no wonder that our brand
essence speaks for everyone wins.

By holding the platform governance token and placing it in the Mentora
participation group, users will be able to participate in polling stations and
ecosystem decisions.

In this way, our stakeholders who are looking to the long term of the game will
be able to defend their interests and help us ensure that the community grows
in line with the players' vision.
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In addition to the governance powers, by locking their coins in the staking pool
for a pre-set period, users will still have the possibility to earn passive income on
their deposit – 11% of the maximum total supply of the governance token.

Tech Review
Blockchain Network
The network used in the protocol will be the Polygon Network. It was chosen for
its optimized architecture for a large number of transactions, with an optimized
gas rate structure, fast processing and Ethereum security.

Platform Roadmap

Mentora Public Offer - MWP Launch

The Public Offer will have 19% of the total offer sold on the Polygon Network. It
will happen in two stages: Pre Sale and Sale.

The pre-sale phase will take place in 3 sale slots, the first with a 20% discount,
the second with a 10% discount rate and the last with a 5% discount.
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Of the funds raised, 84% will be used to develop the Platform and 16% will be
used to generate the first liquidity in the token trading market.

Mentora ON - Brazilian Market Launch

Mentora Beta will be launched after the Public Offer of Q2 2022 in the Brazilian
market.

The application will start on the Polygon Network, focusing on the internal
competitive structure (Community Tournaments and Mentora League) in 3
games: League of Legends, Counter Strike and Valorant.

The peripheral structure to make this possible also includes the secondary
token market in the internal liquidity pool and the Mentora Wallet structure -
digital wallet.

The initial months will be focused on optimizing the user journey and improving
the user experience after collection and learning of use.

Expansion and New Functionalities - Geography and Features

In the second phase, we will expand the buying forces of the tokens. It will be
done by developing other features for the ecosystem such as the NFT platform.

We will also grow our platform through new games and geographies.

Mentora Governance - Expansion and Consolidation

Once we have all the features with a data-proven user experience and multiple
games and markets, the team focuses on bringing new ways to deliver player
earnings and facilitate usability.
This will likely include new stakeholders such as brands and sellers of esports
products on our platform.
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Product development will be supported by the Mentora Well Played (MWP)
token governance structure, and will follow the needs and desires of the
community.

As the market develops, Mentora will also be a great place to sell
Metaverse-related products in the cross-game universe.

All unified in one currency and governed by a token.

Let's ride this journey together.

That's GG. It's Mentora

Team Mentora
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